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After a deadline was missed for receiving a ransom payment, the group behind Maze
Ransomware has published almost 700 MB worth of data and files stolen from security
staffing firm Allied Universal. We are told this is only 10% of the total files stolen and the
rest will be released if a payment is not made.

This is an unfortunate story and one that BleepingComputer does not enjoy telling, but with
Maze's actions it is important to be told.

With this escalated attack, victims now need to not only be concerned about recovering
their encrypted files, but what would happen if their stolen unencrypted files were leaked to
the public.

Maze Ransomware contacts BleepingComputer

Maze is a ransomware infection that been operating for some time, but has become
increasingly more active since May 2019. The affiliates of Maze are also becoming more
known, with ProofPoint identifying one as TA2101 after seeing them conduct numerous
malspam campaigns that impersonate government agencies.
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Last Friday at 6:35 PM EST as I was finishing for the day, I received an email from a known
email address utilized by the Maze Ransomware.

This email was signed from the 'Maze Crew' and was about how they breached a large
security staffing company named Allied Universal, who employs approximately 200,000
people and has revenues of over $7 billion USD.

"I am writing to you because we have breached Allied Universal security firm (aus.com),
downloaded data and executed Maze ransomware in their network.

They were asked to pay ransom in order to get decryptor and be safe from data leakage,
we have also told them that we would write to you about this situation if they dont pay us,
because it is a shame for the security firm to get breached and ransomwared.

We gave them time to think until this day, but it seems they abandoned payment process.

I uploaded some files from their network as the data breach proofs. If they dont begin
sending requested money until next Friday we will begin releasing on public everything that
we have downloaded from their network before running Maze."

Included in this email was a small sample of files that were allegedly stolen from Allied
Universal. After being reviewed by BleepingComputer, these appeared to be legitimate files
stolen from the company.

Sample of stolen Allied Universal files
In further conversations, the Maze actors told us that they encrypted 'a lot' of computers
and are demanding 300 bitcoins, or approximately $2.3 million USD, to decrypt the entire
network.

They went on to tell us that before they encrypt any computer, they always exfiltrate, or
steal, a victim's files so it can be used as further leverage to have the victim pay the
ransom.

When I asked what assurances the victims have that Maze will actually delete the files, we
were told they were not interested in their data, just their money.
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"It is just a logic. If we disclose it who will believe us? It is not in our interest, it will be silly to
disclose as we gain nothing from it. We also delete data because it is not really interesting.
We are neither espionage group nor any other type of APT, the data is not interesting for
us."

When we contacted Allied Universal to not only get a statement, but to also warn them
about the Maze crew's threats, we were told the situation was under investigation.

"Allied Universal is aware of a situation that may involve unauthorized access to our
systems. We take any situation of this nature very seriously. This incident is being
thoroughly investigated by Allied Universal IT experts who have taken immediate and
appropriate actions to reinforce existing security measures and to mitigate any potential
impact. We also have engaged outside cybersecurity experts to re-verify our system’s
security. Keeping our company data safe and that of our customers and employees is of
paramount importance," Allied Universal told BleepingComputer in a statement.

Further attempts to contact Allied were met with them stating that they "will not be providing
any additional comment at this time."

Over the next couple of days, Maze told us that they continue to have access to the
company's servers and shared a list of file names associated with TLS and email signing
certificates.

They further warned that if Allied Universal did not pay, the Maze actors would conduct a
spam campaign using Allied's domain name and email certificates.

"Ask them a question: would they like if next Monday TA2101 impersonate Allied Universal
in a spam campaign using the next certs? Saving pfx's plaintext password in pw.txt is so
secure for a security company. LMAO. I think you should write amazing article about this.
Name it: "HOWTO: The easiest way for a security company to be f**ked up"

After a lack of negotiation occurring between Maze and Allied Universal, the Maze actors
more pointedly indicated that BleepingComputer should publish a story about what was
happening.

BleepingComputer did not feel comfortable being used as leverage in their negotiations.
Instead we decided to wait until either Allied Universal paid the ransom, the company
issued a public statement, or stolen files were leaked

Maze releases some of the Allied Universal files

Knowing that tomorrow was Maze's deadline, we were surprised tonight when they posted
in our forums a description of the breach and a link to almost 700 MB of leaked files.
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"We have already morning of Friday. Yes, it is friday in asia. Forgot to mention that deadline
is a friday by our local time, and not US."

This link was for a 7-zip archive containing files related to termination agreements,
contracts, medical records, server directory listings, encryption certificates, and exported
lists of users from their active directory servers.

More

leaked files
As I was not going to allow BleepingComputer to be used to distribute stolen data, I deleted
the post from our forums.

In a later email to us they shared a link to a post on a Russian hacker and malware forum
that once again describes the breach and also contains a link to the leaked data. They also
stated that they will distribute the other 90% of the leaked data to WikiLeaks if an increased
ransom of $3.8 million dollars is not paid.
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Post on Russian hacker and malware forum
This increased amount is highly unlikely, as Maze told us that in their negotiations with
Allied Universal, the company said they would pay no more than $50,000 USD.

Now that the data and breach had been publicly disclosed by the Maze actors, we
contacted law enforcement, once again attempted to contact Allied without a response, and
decided to write this article.

What does this mean going forward?

While many ransomware developers have threatened to release data if a ransom was not
paid, this is the first time we know of that it has actually happened and in such as a visible
manner.

With threat actors escalating their attacks to public disclosure of confidential and sensitive
files, victims need to weigh the cost of ransomware payments versus the potential costs of
sensitive employee and business information or confidential trade secrets being released to
the public.

Furthermore, with ransomware actors actively searching through files on a victim's
machines in order to further extort their victims, in many cases these attacks should now be
considered data breaches.
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This leads to an escalated cost of dealing with breach notifications, hiring data breach
lawyers, and the potential law suits that may follow.

It is too soon to tell if this tactic will prove fruitful, but this is definitely something we will need
to keep an eye on going forward.

Related Articles:

Industrial Spy data extortion market gets into the ransomware game

New RansomHouse group sets up extortion market, adds first victims
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Winterland - 2 years ago

There is a lot here to process but as you note at the end "what does this mean moving
forward?" I think it's a serious wake up call for so many businesses & individuals.
Yeah, of old, the malicious parties would come in, encrypt & extort and if you didn't
pay, they would just say "*$%^ off" and go away. But now....dumping the information
out on the Net if you don't pay. That's some next-level s** & certainly not anything I'd
want to experience. Thanks for posting the story, as horrifying as it is - always better
to be in the know.

Tan_Yongrui - 2 years ago

You should know, that Maze Team start with their own website:. They have no fear,
because it is in public access, not only in "darknet"! 
What does it mean? Someone can do anything they want with our safety and private
data? 
No. I can't accept this. That's why I've created volounter's team to crush them. You
can read about it in my Twitter account.
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